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The following is a student response to
Expressions January feature issue on
gun control.
I will start off by saying I have a lot of experience
with firearms of all types. I work at a military
museum and often do work on automatic weapons
and displays. I also own a lot of my own guns. The
most recent article on gun control was not factual and
I would be happy to explain how you were wrong
about the process of buying a firearm at 18 years old.
I think you also left out a lot of information about
what California has already done to prevent violence
involving guns. If you didn’t realize, California has
the strictest gun laws of any state in this country.
Magazine capacity, Bullet buttons, barrel length,
and what guns you can purchase at 18. You depicted
a full size Glock semi-automatic pistol in the article,
yet in this state you can NOT purchase a pistol or
revolver until you are 21 years old and pass the test.
- junior Vincent Tibbles
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News
SkillsUSA puts the petal to the metal

Editor: Ella Jackson

Photograph by Tori Hanson

SkillsUSA; gathers during their after school meeting. Pictured (left to right): Brayden Perry, Benjamin Hurley, Kyle Sharp, Ethan McKeague

Tori Hanson
Staff Reporter
Many clubs at San Luis Obispo High
School go without recognition, and
SkillsUSA is one of them. This is a group
that works on improving their talents in
the categories of technology, automotive
service, and welding. On February 6, the
club competed in the regionals competition
after preparing since the middle of the first
trimester. SkillsUSA has a lot of talent
and is open to anyone willing to put in the
work to succeed.
“After putting in tons of time and hard

work in hands on workshops, the team has
never failed to put on a good show, and
perform at the best of their ability,” said
junior Jacob Grant.
SkillsUSA is a huge program with a
variety of tasks the team works on. They
learn everyday skills as well as how to
develop and enhance a resume for the
future.
“I think anyone should join Skills USA
if you enjoy any kind of shop class. If you
are a hands on kind of person this is a good
place to develop that talent. Having these
skills are things that colleges are starting to
look for,” said junior Scott Manning.
These students learn and preform

complicated tasks that range from car repair
and welding to coding and programming.
All it takes to learn these skills is the effort
to go out there and learn them, and that is
what SkillsUSA is there to do.
“Our team members are working very
hard this year, and we are expecting great
things from them,” said coordinator Jan
Fetcho.
Teachers and coordinators Jan Fetcho,
Tim Fay, and Jeff Lehmkuhl, devote a lot
of attention not only to succeeding in Skills
competitions, but also to their students by
teaching them career skills that will be of
importance in any industry.

2. There will be more plastic waste in
the ocean than fish by 2050
The use of plastic has increased by twenty
percent in the past half-century; and
production of these materials is expected
to double in the next twenty years. More
than eight million tons of plastics end up
in the ocean each year. There are estimated
to be 165 million tons in the ocean. Every
minute, about one garbage truck’s worth
of garbage dumps into the ocean. All these
facts result in the major one: by 2050, there
will be more plastic than fish.
“How will I ever swim comfortably in
the ocean again,” said sophomore Cammy
Piette.
3. Astronomers find evidence of a ninth
planet
Astronomers at the California Institute
of Technology announced that they’ve
discovered evidence of a ninth planet in our
solar system. “Planet Nine” is an icy planet
ten times the size of Earth. Researchers
have telescopes on two continents to catch

a glimpse of Planet Nine.
“Hopefully we can live on it [Planet
Nine] Earth is so dirty,” said freshman
Joella Holmes.
4. Syrian Refugees
Of the 4.5 million people who have fled
Syria due to the war, only 2,647 of those
people have been let into the United States.
Of those people are families looking for
a life away from harm and fear. There is
controversy around how safe it is to let
Syrians into the United States and other
countries, which gives these refugees no
safe place to go.
“If there are good background checks,
and everyone is safe, including the
refugees, why shouldn’t they be able to
come to the United States? We seem to
have a history of helping people,” said
sophomore Sawyer McSorley.
Sources:
Washingtonpost.com,
Nytimes.com, CNN.com, Worldvision.com

Student views on World News

Emi Mulay
Staff Reporter

Local news doesn’t always cut it and not
all San Luis Obispo High School students
are aware of what is going on in the world.
Luckily, here are the top news stories you
need to know in order to stay in the loop.
1. Presidential Election Update
With the presidential elections coming
up, there are many predictions about what
the outcome may be. At the Iowa caucuses
on February 1, Hillary Clinton got 23 votes
out of the 44 democratic delegates, while
Bernie Sanders followed closely behind
with 21 votes from the remaining delegates.
As for the Republican candidates, Ted Cruz
won in Iowa with eight votes of the thirty
Republican delegates. Donald Trump and
Marco Rubio followed with seven votes
for each of them.
“Donald Trump is basically the worst
thing that’s happened in America,” said
sophomore Penny Kibbe.

News
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Volunteer hours and other things you lied
about on your college applications
February 2016

Celeste Koch
Staff Reporter

Seniors at San Luis Obispo High School,
as well as other high schools, “stretch
the truth” on their college applications.
This seemingly growing phenomenon
has become a common occurrence in
high school culture, and is most likely
an unfortunate result of the overbearing
academic standard high school students
are held to today.
“I definitely embellished areas, but I never
wrote anything that was not true,” said
senior Sophia Rawson. “I’d say for the
most part [students] are pretty honest, but
when it comes to extracurriculars, I think
in areas where you have to check off how
many hours or how many years you did it,
people tend to exaggerate a little.”
According to the Los Angeles Times, most
colleges and especially the University of
California schools conduct random audits
on approximately ten percent of their
applicants. There are also several rules
posted under “Basic Application Ethics” on

Photo illustration by Celeste Koch

Blatant lies on college apps: Student fills out fabricated and embellished college application

the College Board website. These include
statements that are not allowed such as
misleading a college about an intended
major in hopes of increasing admittance
chances, fabricating or exaggerating
activities and accomplishments, or having
someone else substantially contribute to
your essay.
“I did not lie on my college applications,
but I did exaggerate a little bit,” said
senior Devon Lum. Students who might
feel insecure about the information they
can truthfully report might slip in some
fabricated points. While some feel it is
worth the risk, ultimately it’s a decision the

student must make for themselves. The line
which separates lying and exaggerating,
however, is unclear.
“If you consider ‘stretching the truth’
lying, then all students lie on their college
applications,” said senior Max Teaford.
“To me, lying, ‘stretching the truth’,
embellishing, having people pull strings
or whatever is not worth it, because your
whole life you’re going to be doubting
your own abilities. Wouldn’t you rather get
in on your own merit and celebrate that?”
said career center manager Colleen Martin.
Sources: Latimes.com
Collegeboard.com

Shelley Benson.
Today, the difference this treatment makes
varies significantly between different
higher education institutions.
“The UCs [Universities of California] no
longer can have affirmative action. Whites
and Asians are the dominant majority at
almost every university. Private schools
have every right to admit students for
whatever reason they want; they could
give you extra points for being catholic,
disabled, rich, whatever,” said College and
Career Center Manager Colleen Martin.
Martin is referencing Proposition 209,
which amended the California state
constitution and prohibited state-funded
colleges like the UCs from discriminating
based on sex, race, or ethnicity in 1996.
Private institutions across the country
are immune to this and similar pieces of
legislation.

The topic continues to one of controversy
among applicants, parents, and admissions
counselors alike. Proposition 209 has
been challenged multiple times, with its
opponents citing the decreasing rate of
student diversity in prestigious schools
like UC Berkeley since its implementation.
Should applicants be concerned? The
SLOHS faculty offered these opinions:
“Just worry about yourself and do well
on your own merits, don’t worry about the
merits of others,” said Martin.
“It would be nice if we were at the point
where we could focus on accomplishments
rather than race. Just put your best foot
forward, there’s a school out there for
everyone and you’ll find the one that fits
you,” said Benson.

Define Affirmative Action

Eric Haupt
Staff Reporter

When the time to apply for college comes
around for seniors, many students become
concerned with how important their race is
to admissions committees. Questions like
“Do I have less of a chance if I’m white or
Asian?” or “Isn’t it kind of racist to bring
race into the equation?” inevitably pop
up, so it’s important to answer a simple
question: What is Affirmative Action –
really? In the simplest sense, affirmative
action is the process of giving equal
and sometimes preferential treatment
to applicants to jobs, universities, etc,
because of a unique status that they hold.
“The aim of it was to level the playing
field and give certain segments of the
population an avenue to acceptance,” said
San Luis Obispo High School counselor

Sources: Washingonpost.com
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Editor: Emma Jane Haas

Gender
Roles
at
SLOHS
Stop capitalistic
undertones of are too prevalent

Valentine’s Day
Emma Jane Haas
Opinion Editor

With Valentine’s Day safely behind us, we
can finally relax because, for another year,
we don’t have to worry about the perfect
gift we are going to buy our significant
other in order to truly show them how
much we care. For those of us that are
single, we can exhale, knowing we will be
able to walk through our San Luis Obispo
High School campus without witnessing
excessive amounts of public displays of
affection. Now our anxiety over Valentine’s
Day is replaced with a feeling of guilt in
our gut in the form of See’s Candy, and
a headache from the strong rose fumes
wafting out of floral shops around town.
Valentine’s Day is undoubtedly the most
useless holiday we celebrate. It doesn’t
commemorate someone’s life, it doesn’t
celebrate the birth of Jesus Christ, it doesn’t
pay tribute to when the Israelite slaves
escaped from Egypt; it is simply a money
making magnet that says more about our
society as a whole than how much one
loves their partner.
When asked her feelings regarding
Valentine’s Day, junior Eleanor JohnstonCarter said, “Valentine’s Day is just made to
encourage us to spend money, even though
when you actually show someone you love
them, it shouldn’t be based on what you buy
them or how much money you spend on
them.”
Every year around this time, the Freshman
class passes quizzes out to everyone in
which you have to answer a series of
questions, ultimately matching you with
people around the school whose answers
resemble yours. In order to get your
matches though, you have to pay money. In
doing this, the freshman class raises money
for themselves. This is a prime example of
materialism surrounding Valentine’s Day
happening on our own SLOHS campus.
As a society, we need to examine why we
give Valentine’s Day such value. Freshman
Sterling Lauritzen said, “You can celebrate
love any day and it [Valentine’s Day] is just
an excuse for companies to make money.”

Photo by Gaby Pinzon

Kelly Doherty and Gaby Pinzon
Editors
Whether it be through encouraging boys to
ask girls to school dances, forcing girls to
go against boys in physical education, or a
teacher starting a lighthearted competition
between genders in class, gender roles and
a sense of imposed gender conformity are
nothing new to the San Luis Obispo High
School campus.
“I sort of see [gender roles] every day on
campus,” said sophomore Danielle Halen.
The early stages of the SLOHS Winter
Formal promotion,
encouraging boys
to start asking girls
to the dance, caused
instant controversy
throughout the
campus, with
students going as far
as to covering up an
Associated Student
Body sign with “or
girls ask boys, or
boys ask boys, or
girls ask girls, it’s
2016.” This old
school of thought
places girls in a
vulnerable position,
pressures boys, and
hinders social progression.
One of the most glorified events at
SLOHS and many American schools, the
Spring Fling (which was replaced with
“SLOChella” last year) has been seen as a
blessing, for it seemed to justly place women
in “power.” A bold yet simplistic argument,
it fails to recognize that the world’s
population doesn’t consist of solely women
and men. The polarization of gender, and the
expectations that go along with identifying
with or being assigned to a binary gender,

often lead to lack of recognition of gender
fluid or gender neutral persons in society.
“If around you it just seems like people
are put into these two neat categories and
you don’t fit into one of them, then you’re
not going to feel like you’re welcome,” said
junior Sean Kucer.
Though many recognize the problems we
have on campus with gender expectations
and acceptance of non-binary genders, the
question of how to fix these issues still
remains. With teachers and administration
virtually unable to know the identities and
feelings of each individual, it seems difficult
to address the problems
at hand. However, open
minds and avoidance
of assumption can go a
long way.
“Teachers could try
to be more sensitive
to things, but at the
same time, it’s difficult
because you don’t know
what each individual
person is going through,
or how they identify,
and it is typical to just
assume someone’s
gender, which we should
try to avoid doing,” said
senior Grace Slocum.
In spite of this, there
have been signs of development on campus
with the addition of gender neutral restrooms
and the widespread support of the GayStraight Alliance Club. Though as a societal
whole, we have been conditioned to accept
and conform to gender norms, we can see
that gender, once black and white, is slowly
turning grey.
“I think we’re making progress,” said
Slocum. “Even though we still have
challenges, we’re making strides, making
our way downtown, as they say.”

“If around you it
just seems like people
are put into these two
neat categories and
you don’t fit into one
of them, then you’re
not going to feel like
you’re welcome.”
- junior Sean Kucer
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“African-American” isn’t politically correct
Brandon Achugbue
Staff Reporter

“African-American” has become our
generation’s way of describing the black race
in a non-offensive manner, but despite honest
intentions, the term is inherently ignorant,
antiquated, and utterly racist.
A quick Google search of “AfricanAmerican” defines it as simply, “(noun)
a black American”—meaning that white
Americans from Africa (from areas like
South Africa) aren’t included. But if our
definition of African-American is to just
be black, why can’t we say just that?
“I feel like people that say ‘AfricanAmerican’ are just trying to be politically
correct,” said junior Javon Montgomery.
Most people see “African-American”
as a less jarring way to refer to Blacks (I
personally think that we should capitalize
“Blacks” and “Whites” as nouns), perhaps
to be used in a more formal setting, as
did those who used “people of color”
up until the 1980s. But why do we need
a euphemism to describe a racial group
in the first place? It isn’t racist to call
someone white, Hispanic, or Asian; the
same should be true of Blacks.
“People try to sound smarter and more
cultured by saying ‘African-American’. I
think it’s dumb, people should just say ‘black’
in my opinion,” said senior Dailyn Stokes.

Eric Haupt
Staff Reporter

To use “African-American” is innately
flawed, as it attempts to tie skin color in with an
entire continent. It’s confusing because many
people around the world have a dark enough
skin tone to be considered black (the one
stipulation to being an “African-American”).
Conversely, one could actually grow up in
Africa and feel a strong connection to their
continent after coming to America, yet not be
black, and therefore, not African-American
in the eyes of our society. This is further
muddled by the common use of similar terms

ethnicity.
Furthermore, the connotation of the word
has come to encompass a specific cultural
identity, rather than the racial group as a
whole. To Americans, “African-American”
evokes images of gospel hymns and soul food,
inner-city housing projects and a struggle
against poverty, R&B and hip-hop. Denoting
this as “African-American”, however, blurs
the line between race and culture because
these developments don’t apply to all black
Americans. Our idea of African-American
culture doesn’t quite line up with the
Photo by Brandon Achugbue
racial group of the same name, which
is decided by lineage and spans many
cultures.
It’s always been difficult for me to
reconcile race with my personal identity.
Despite being an African-American,
I feel little connection to my African
ancestors aside from a shared pigment.
If that’s all that relates us, where’s the
harm in just saying “black”? The term
“African-American” just doesn’t make
sense, especially with how it’s used in
our daily language. In truth, there are
white Americans, black Americans, and
Americans of every race; “African”,
however, isn’t one of these. To continue
to use such a misnomer, based on faulty
and arguably racist information, perhaps
such as “Irish-American”, which refer not to only further segregates us as a nation.
race (white in this case) but to nationality and Source: Google.com

Does Reverse-Racism exist?

Every now and then at San Luis Obispo
High School you’ll hear someone use the
term “reverse-racism,” usually in reference to
something or someone considered offensive
to white people. The term is completely
ridiculous for a number of reasons.
“For anyone who has felt real discrimination,
the term is offensive and embarrassing. Only
those who are naive or bigoted could possibly
use that term with a straight face,” said
English teacher Eldra Avery.
When people call something “racist,” they
could be referring to one of two different
things. The first, and perhaps more colloquial
usage, refers to behavior that that’s believed
to be prejudiced, stereotyping, or otherwise

bigoted towards someone based on his or her
race or ethnicity.
The second usage is far more serious and
understanding its ramifications makes the term
“reverse-racism” all the more sickening. This
usage refers not just to behavior, but also to
the sociological phenomenon of normalized,
culturally reinforced oppression towards
people who aren’t of the dominant race. This
phenomenon goes far further than just crude
stereotypes - and as much as people may like
to mock my fanatical love of Starbucks Coffee
because I’m white, my feelings towards that
are insignificant to the point of irrelevance
when compared to those a black person
might feel when seeing that only last year the
confederate flag was removed from the South
Carolina State House, or an Arab man might
feel when a leading presidential candidate

proposes that people sharing his religion be
prohibited from entering the United States.
“When I hear those who are so extraordinarily
privileged because they belong to the race and
often class that holds the power card refer to
‘reverse-racism,’ I can only assume they are
so unaware of their unquestioned power that
they don’t realize that people of color are
quite often treated unfairly in both subtle and
not so subtle ways,” said Avery.
Yes, anybody can be the target of prejudice
or bullying, but when it comes to racism in
the context of social privilege it’s simply a
waste of everyone’s time to look at the facts
(or often gross misrepresentations of the
facts) and conclude that anyone is the victim
of “reverse-racism” as if the tables have
suddenly been turned and now white people
are the truly oppressed.
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Editor: Holly Schultz

Time to break free from
Shilah Sharps
Staff reporter

The

month of February is commonly
known for Valentine’s day.
While some celebrate it by spending that day
with their loved ones, friends, or significant
others, some celebrate it by buying the next
day 75 percent off candy. However, this
holiday may seem kind of ironic when a
student at San Luis Obispo High School
is or has been either mentally or physically
abused by someone, whether it’s a friend or
a significant other. Abusive relationships can
occur very easily and are sometimes hard to
recognize.

In the Beginning:

Everything is great when you enter the
relationship, because at first, this type of
relationship is like any other. Your friends
become envious of all the time you have
recently started investing into this new person
in your life, whether or not this person happens
to be someone you’re dating or a friend.
After just getting out of an emotionally
abusive relationship, I didn’t recognize
the signs that I was in one for 6 months.
Everything seemed perfect. We would go on
dates and spend time together; it seemed as if
everything fell into place for me.
After about three months of dating, my
friends had told me that I became different.
They would say that I seemed depressed and
anxious. They told me this for three months
straight and I didn’t start to realize what was

happening to me until it was too late: I was
already too invested. I spent all of my time
with them and if I started doing anything
different, it would seem unfamiliar.

Noticing the signs:

“I think I noticed things weren’t right when
my mom sat me down and said she noticed I
had become disrespectful towards my parents
and she rarely saw me happy and that she
was worried about me. I guess I was taking
my anger that I dealt with towards the other
people that I loved,” said an anonymous
SLOHS student.
A lot of times it is hard to recognize and
accept the fact that you may be in an abusive
relationship. Many people are so invested in
trying to help the person change and become
a better person, that they forget to care about
themselves along the way.
“I was aware that he had cheated on and
disrespected girls before he was with me, but
I, like many others, thought that he would
change for me. He was very open about
his past and I thought that was a sign of
improvement,” said anonymous.
Some ways to recognize that you are in an
abusive relationship could be the following:
when they attempt to control aspects of your
life, such as where you go and who you go
with or what you wear; threaten through selfharm or harming themselves; manipulating
with the reality of a situation, making you feel

that you are the one at fault; become jealous
or angry when you want to spend some of
your time with your friends or family; or
even bullying you and saying things that are
hurtful.

Getting Help and Getting Out:

If you’re unsure if you are in an abusive
relationship, try to look at it from an outside
perspective and think, if your friend was in
the situation that you are in, would you let
them stay in it?
If you are trying to get out of an abusive
relationship it is suggested that you make
sure you are in a safe place, preferably with
someone that you trust so they can help
you; never stay away from people who care,
especially your close friends and family and
don’t think that you have to be alone while
trying to get out of the relationship. Never be
afraid to ask someone for help in the process
of leaving. They can have an emotionally
encouraging impact on the situation and help
you more than you thought they could.
If you are looking for help on getting out of
an abusive relationship, counselors, teachers,
friends and family are always willing to
help! There is also a Crisis Text Line where
you can text HELLO to 741-741 where you
will be transferred to talk to a trained, caring
professional.
Source: http://kidshealth.org

SHARE THE SIGNS BEFORE IT’S TOO LATE
1

INTENSITY

5

Below are the mental and emotional signs of a domestic abuse
used by one person to gain power and control over another

2

Excessive charm, lying
to cover up insecurity,
over the top gestures.

CRITICISM

Behaving Irrationally
when you interact
with other people and
demanding to know
private details of your life.

6

Calling you overweight,
ugly stupid, or crazy,
ridiculing your beliefs or
friends, brainwashing
you to feel worthless.

3

JEALOUSY

SABOTAGE

7

Undermining your plans,
dreams, and self esteem
while pretending it’s
because they “love you”.

CONTROL

Telling you how to dress,
when to speak or what
to think, checking your
cell phone, following you,
sexually coercing you.

BLAME

Making you feel guilty and
responsible for their aggressive or destructive behavior,and blaming you for their
problems

4
8

ISOLATION

Insisting you only spend time with
him or her, making you emotionally psychologically dependent,or
preventing you from seeing your
friends.

ANGER

Overrating to small problems, frequently losing control, violent outbursts, having serve mood swings,
drinking excessively when upset.
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POTS: What is the key to a successful relationship

“It’s communi-

cation and telling
people what you
are feeling.”sophomore Olivia
Badalenti

There is no justification for
abuse.
FOR HELP: 1-800-799-SAFE

“Trust and support,”
- freshman
Mackenzie Pfegl

“Being able to be open “Communication,”
and not having any
- junior Duncan
secrets. If your dating Meyer
you need to be friends
too.” sophomore Violet
Udlock

Sports
How is money distributed for
SLOHS Athletics?

10

Brandon Achugbue
Staff Reporter
Students often wonder what determines the
funding that goes into sports programs at
San Luis Obispo High School. Many believe
that some sports programs, such as football
and basketball, are favored and receive more
money for uniforms, equipment, and practice
environments, while others, such as golf and
soccer, have had to fight for new supplies,
begging the question—Is funding allocated
unfairly between sports? Expressions
interviewed Athletic Director Jeff Brandow to
uncover the truth behind our sports spending.
Though many of us want to hear that our
own sport receives just as much funding as
the next, that isn’t always the case, and it
shouldn’t be. Athletics money will never be
divided evenly on each program; that simply
isn’t practical. It can be, and is, however,
spent fairly.
Expressions: Where does funding for sports
come from?
Athletic Director Jeff Brandow: We have
a couple of revenue sources: the district is
one, another is the Tiger Athletic Booster
Club—they raise funds for all 22 sports—and
the other major revenue source is when we
charge admission.
Expressions: How is funding distributed
among each sport?
Brandow: We’re very aware of making sure
boys and girls sports receive equal amounts
of money due to Title 9 and because it’s the
right thing to do. It really comes down to each
head coach coming to me with a wish-list. In
the last two to three years we’ve been very
fortunate because of the amount of money
we’ve raised through the Booster Club, so
I don’t say no very often. When I do, it’s
because it’s not fair for every sport. I’ve had
parents and kids ask me, ‘Why don’t we do
this and why don’t we get that?’ but talk to
your coach, honestly. I sit behind a desk and
they bring me a blue form and I say yes or no,
and 98 percent of the time I say yes.
Expressions: What is this money used for?
Brandow: Every sport’s different. You have
track and cross country, who don’t ask for

Editor: Gaby Pinzon

anything except that when
they travel they want stuff
paid for (we’ve spent over
$25,000 this year on hotel
bills and over ten-thousand
dollars on meal money). You
have a sport like golf, and
their biggest necessity is the
ability to use the courses,
and the vans get them there
and back. We’ve worked
hard to buy one-hundred
and fifty parkas so that
the swim, water polo, and
soccer kids can stay warm,
and there’s a four-year cycle
for how often everyone gets
new uniforms. Through the
purchase of new vehicles, Bureaucratic Brandow:Jeff Brandow sitting
we’ve been able to save in his office Photo Illustration by Brandon Achugbue
thousands and thousands of
football is favored in terms of funding, is this
dollars in transportation, which we can turn true?
around and spend on other stuff. Coming up, Brandow: Football is a hot topic because
we’re looking at moving the weight room people always assume they get everything,
over and turning it into a fitness center, and but in all honesty it’s a very expensive sport.
that’s going to be a huge investment in terms It’s a yearly budgeted cost because you have
of funds. Our major purchases are things that to buy shoulder pads, helmets, and all kinds
help the whole athletic program, not just one of safety equipment for one-hunded to oneindividual sport. Last year we spent $7,000 hundred and twenty kids out there, and every
on training room supplies and $3,000 on a year they get inspected. If they don’t meet the
new ice machine—things every sport and safety code, we reject them. It’s a very big
athlete benefits from. People get caught up in expense, but you have to flip it over. We have
the new uniforms because it’s visible, but in five home football games, and every game
all honesty they’re not that expensive when will make $10,000. It costs the most, but they
you’re talking about the entire budget. We also generate the most money.
got our girls basketball team a nice set of
new uniforms
this year and
it was a couple
thousand
dollars,
but
we’ll
spend
that
same
amount
of
money sending
a team out of
town twice for
hotel bills.
Expressions:
Many people
think
that
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Wrestling is
Underrated

Sports

Ready to Wrestle: The 2015-16
Wrestling Team Photo
Photo Courtesy of Max Veneris
“People don’t know how hard we work,
and they don’t understand what it takes to
physically fight another person.” said senior
Saul Salgado.
The wrestling program needs more support
from their fellow students, not just from
family members.
“Most of the people that come to our
matches are parents, former wrestlers and
people from the other school,” says Junior
Steven Gonzales.
Unsurprisingly, wrestlers are constantly
under stress to gain or lose weight to make
their desired weight class. Our wrestling
organization asks for great character,
mental toughness and coach ability of every
participating athlete.
Senior wrestler Manny Maldonado said,
“We condition a lot and work very hard on
perfecting our technique, wrestling is a very
mentally challenging sport.”

First Freshman on
Varsity Boys Soccer
Since 2012
Luca Macdougall
Staff Reporter

Sean Aversano
Staff Reporter

Students often look upon the wrestling
organization here at San Luis Obispo High
School with a certain ignorance to what
wrestling is actually like. A wrestling bout
is a physical competition between two
or more competitors or sparring partners
who attempt to gain and maintain a superior position. SLOHS Wrestling requires
its athletes to push their limits in everyday workouts that are notorious for being
mentally and physically challenging.
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Wrestling Bout: A shot taken at a
SLOHS Wrestling Match
Photo Courtesy of Sophie Kardel
The wrestling program is
without a doubt one of the most
underappreciated sports with some
of the most gifted players. Currently,
senior Max Veneris has 17 wins and
five losses and is only outperformed
by senior Thomas McDougal with
18 wins and four losses.
There will be no more home matches
this season but league matches
started the week of February 14.
These athletes don’t get enough
recognition compared to the amount
of dedication, time and energy they
need and spend to be part of the squad. Every
sport needs support, and our school spirit
could motivate these athletes to outshine
themselves.

This winter sports season has brought an
onslaught of surprises, one of which is the
boys varsity soccer team adding a freshman
to the team. Every year the coaching staff
handpicks 21 students out of one of the largest
tryout pools to represent San Luis Obispo
High School, and this year freshman Branden
Dolezal was one of them. Dolezal is the first
freshman to make the team since senior Brian
Finger did back in 2012.
“It’s an accomplishment and it’s a lot harder
than you would expect to do as a freshman,
but it’s worth it,” said Dolezal.
Dolezal has been playing with the boys
varsity soccer team, donning the jersey with
number six on its back. He currently leads his
team with most goals scored and is ranked
fifth top goal scorer in the league with six
goals to his name. While tearing up the soccer
field with his skill and hard work, he has also
bonded with the team and helped them grow.
“[The team is] very welcoming and open to
new ideas,” said Dolezal.
He has helped the team reach the second
position in the league with a record of eight
wins, one loss, and two draws and an overall
record of 13 wins, three losses, and four draws
as of February 4.
“[Dolezal] is extremely quick and has an
eye for the goal. He plays very direct. He
has contributed in many ways, scoring goals,
challenging his teammates, and being a pest
to his opponent,” said soccer coach James
Boscaro. “[Dolezal] has a bright future and
an incredible work ethic. I expect great things
from him in the future.”
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Arts & Entertainment

Editor: Kelly Doherty

Artist of the Month: Nathan Kaplan

Lisa Figueroa
Staff Reporter

tive. Even if people don’t like my work, I am
confident in my abilities and enjoy it and love
producing music. I guess that’s all that matYou might know him as the sports anchor on ters. My plan is to study music production at
Tiger News Network, or as “Swag Masta N” Loyola University, New Orleans, and this is
from the popular rap group Swag Masta Kids, great experience for me. I have a room studio
but senior Nathan Kaplan never ceases to that I built myself where I produce all of my
amaze us. He has started producing music of music.
Expressions: Tell us about the
his own, and recently released a
new set of songs you just reseries of songs on SoundCloud,
leased.
starting off his career.
Kaplan: It’s called “Winter
Break 2015” and is a compilaExpressions: When did you
tion of five songs that I made
start playing music, and how
over break. My favorite song on
would you describe your music
the track is probably “Thanksstyle?
giving Break Confrontation”
Senior Nathan Kaplan: My
Photo by Danny Bangian because the guitar is so soothdad wanted me to take lessons
ing. It’s kind of a random bunch
when I was younger, and I started playing guitar when I was five. From there of songs, but music is such a big part of my
on I’ve taught myself bass, other stringed in- life. It’s the only thing I really feel I want to
struments, and basic piano. Um, for me, I like work for. I decided I want to create instead of
to play stuff that makes me happy. I would call only appreciate.
Expressions: Where can we find your music?
it an uplifting mood kind of music.
Expressions: Why did you decide to take on Kaplan: Right now I just want people to follow me on SoundCloud, @Skinnyboynate. I
a solo career?
Kaplan: I just wanted to see what kind of re- really appreciate the support. Words of kindaction I would get- so far it’s been all posi- ness go a long way.

Behind the SLOHS YouTube Phenomen

Luca Mac Dougall
Staff Reporter
Since its creation in 2005, YouTube has
gained a net worth of about seventy billion
dollars and a legion of faithful followers who
tune in everyday to watch new videos. While
many think of YouTube as a place to watch
silly videos of cats or people falling over on
bikes, there is a whole other side of the site
which has made millionaires out of ordinary
people.
“YouTube has a lot of funny and creative
Photo
Leonard
peoplebytoSydney
watch,”
said sophomore Rylie Norby. Some notable YouTube celebrities include
vlogger Tyler Oakley, who has nearly eight
million subscribers, and vlogger Kingsley,
who has three million subscribers. YouTubers
have made millions of dollars from posting
videos weekly and running ads before their
video plays. While essentially anybody could
monetize a video they post, these creators
broadcast the ads to millions of viewers which
means they get paid much more per view.
Mostly their videos contain the YouTuber doing challenges or making skits to entertain the
viewer, but countless people have used You-

Tube as a starting place for their singing or
acting careers. Groups like Pentatonix started
posting videos of them singing, and now that
they’re in the spotlight, they’ve won a Grammy Award and are nominated once again this
year thanks to their debut full-length album,
which peaked at number one on the Billboard
200.
Many popular YouTubers are comedic and
post self-made videos, or vlogs, but there is
an entirely different side of the website that
attracts even more viewers. Felix Arvid Ulf
Kjellberg, also known as PewDiePie, the YouTuber with the most subscribers, has attracted
a following of over 41 million fans by recording himself playing video games including
“Happy Wheels”, “Fallout 4”, and “Minecraft”.
“It’s kind of a waste of time but it’s entertaining to watch. Watching people play video
games is comparable to watching sports because it’s watching others do something that
you find entertaining,” said sophomore Zane
Leslie.
Only one question remains: as YouTube begins to take over the media, will you join the
movement?

SLOHS Students
Showcase their Art
Public School Picasso: Junior Heidi Hernandez shows
off her art.

Tori Hansen
Staff Reporter

San Luis Obispo High School students have
a diverse range of talents. On February 15,
SLOHS put on their annual art show open for
all students to view artwork done by fellow
artists in their school. To be submitted into this
year’s show. Contestants’ projects had to follow this year’s theme, Identity. Judges at the
SLOHS art show chose which projects will be
exhibited at the Art Central Gallery located at
1329 Monterey St., San Luis Obispo, March
4 through April 4. This year will be the first
year SLOHS will be presenting art in the Art
Central Gallery downtown, adding a special
edition to this year’s art show.
“I have been to the SLOHS art show before,
and I think it was very interesting seeing the
art that my peers have made. Thinking about
this year’s theme, Identity, it’s ironic because
we don’t know our peers’ true identities. It’s
crazy to think that some of the students I see
on a regular basis have artistic talent, and if I
didn’t go to the show, I wouldn’t have known,”
said junior Maxim Dahan.
Finding one’s identity is a challenging thing
to do, and not only does one have to find their
identity, but they have to convey their idea in
a way understandable to the public.
“I use art as a way to way to escape things in
life. Art has become my identity, and I found
different ways to use my creativity whether
it’s painting, drawing, or Henna, it’s who I
am,” said junior Heidi Hernandez.
“I’m so excited for this year’s art show. We
had some very talented students present their
work at the school’s showcase, but now some
students get to showcase more professionally
at the Art Central Gallery. This will be the first
time this has happened, and it’s really going
to be something you don’t want to miss,” said
coordinator and art teacher Deborah Sanz.
These students have found a passion in art;
let’s support them in this passion.
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Students with Style: SLOHS Couture
Celeste Koch
Staff Reporter

Some San Luis Obispo High School students are known around campus for their
style. They’re the ones we can describe as
unique, confident, and adventurous. They color our hallways with their individuality and
contribute to the creative social culture of our
school- and they deserve to be recognized.

Freshman

Ella

Amerson

Photo by Celeste Koch

Expressions: How would you describe your
style?
Amerson: I don’t know, kind of like dark, but
not Goth or anything. I just like dark colors.
Expressions: Who are your fashion icons?
Amerson: I don’t really have any.
Expressions: What is your favorite item of
clothing?
Amerson: My Doc Martens boots.

Freshman

Lei
Yahna

clothing?
Jefferson: I can’t choose really. I guess I really like my shoes.
Photo by Celeste Koch

Leonard

Senior

Adrian

Collen

Expressions: How would you describe your
style?
Collen: Oh lord, I have trouble with that one.
I would say I’m inspired by Tumblr and urban style clothes. I just put them together and
[senior Skye Michel] calls it ‘clean’ because
of that.
Expressions: Who are your fashion icons?
Collen: I would say I try to be as original as
possible, but probably any Tumblr model or
the converse shoe.
Expressions: What is your favorite item of
clothing?
Collen: Doc Martens Boots.

Senior

AnnSara

Bridgeford

Photo by Celeste Koch

Expressions: How would you describe your
style?
Jefferson: I can be, like, casual and then I can
wear something completely different. I just
wear whatever looks good to me.
Expressions: Who are your fashion icons?
Jefferson: I really like Beyoncé.
Expressions: What is your favorite item of

Freshman

Scott

Jefferson

Photo by Celeste Koch

go together, like wearing my red docs with
black jeans. And funny socks.

Expressions: How would you describe your
style?
Bridgeford: Sometimes I feel like being
freaky, and other times I feel just like keepin’
it casual.
Expressions: Who are your fashion icons?
Bridgeford: I don’t dress like these people,
but I love how they carry themselves; Grace
Kelly, Audrey Hepburn and Iris Apfel.
Expressions: What is your favorite item of
clothing?
Bridgeford: I don’t necessarily love one item
of clothing, but I love the way certain things

Photo by Celeste Koch

Expressions: How would you describe your
style?
Leonard: I just wear what I find comfortable.
Stuff that I can skate in.
Expressions: Who are your fashion icons?
Leonard: For a while I was wearing a lot of
sweaters, so I guess Kurt Cobain. Also I like
people in the skate and surf industry. .

Senior

Sydney

Leonard
Photo by Celeste Koch

Expressions: How would you describe your
style?
Leonard: It’s always dramatic, slightly gothic, and inspired by Old Hollywood, the Victorian era, fiction and fantasy, the minimalist and
the maximalist.
Expressions: Who are your fashion icons?
Leonard: I’m drawn to extremes and the ornate, so I’m intrigued by everything from horror movies and Marilyn Manson to classical
opera and baroque art. My main style icons
are pinups both modern and vintagep-Dita Von
Teese, Bettie Page, Michelline Pitt; they’re
women who do classic Hollywood with an
edge. But I’m also quite fascinated by iconoclasts like Lady Gaga, Freddie Mercury,
Siouxie Sioux, etc. and of course my absolute
favorite designer, Alexander McQueen.

People
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Seniors Revisit Freshman Relationships

Editor: Brandon Ginkel

Photo illustration by Tori Hanson

Danny Bangian
Staff Reporter
High school is known for lending itself to
a lot of first time experiences. One of them
being your first relationship. We’ve all seen
couples walking together, holding hands,
being in love for the first time. Expressions sat
down with former couple Jackson Martin &
Emily Ardantz, and Zander Rolph & Victoria
Humphrey to learn about their relationships
as freshmen and get insight on their decisions
now that they are seniors.
Expressions: Who initiated this relationship,
how long did it last?
Senior Jackson Martin: I did. Probably
towards the end of Middle School. It lasted
for maybe a year or so. We broke up during
freshman year.
Senior Victoria Humphrey: I guess I did,
we had AG science together, that’s where we
met. AG department brings people together,
in romantic ways. We dated for about a week.
Expressions: How is a “freshman
relationship” different from relationships you

have now?
Senior Emily Ardantz: I feel like people
are too afraid to hangout. I feel like we hung
out a lot more than other couples did. Our
relationships now are definitely more serious,
and as you grow up, you become more mature
which is definitely important to be in a stable
relationship.
Senior Zander Rolph: We didn’t talk much,
so there wasn’t much to learn from. I wouldn’t
consider it dating.
Expressions: Any fun memories?
Ardantz: Track was pretty fun, I really only
did it because of him.
Martin: We went to Hume lake together
which was a great experience, we were kind
of the ‘It Couple’ there.
Rolph: I don’t think we hung out with each
other outside of school. We sat by each other
during lunch, I guess that’s the only memory.
Expressions: Who broke up, and on what
grounds?
Martin: I broke up with Emily, I don’t really
remember why, but it was something stupid. I
felt really bad afterwards.

Humphrey: I broke up with Zander, over
Facebook message. It was the classic ‘It’s not
you, it’s me’.
Expressions: Would you change anything
about how you broke up?
Martin: Yeah, I probably would want to be
a lot nicer about it. Now I look back on it,
breaking up through text was probably not
that good of an idea. I feel like she still hates
me for it.
Ardantz: Yeah, I’m still salty about it, just
a little.
Humphrey: I wouldn’t do it over social
media.
Expressions: Would you guys get back
together if you could?
Ardantz: I don’t think so. You learn from
experiences, we both learned things we
should and shouldn’t do to our significant
others in the future. We are good as friends.
Rolph: We haven’t talked since freshman
year, probably since the day she broke with
me. We didn’t know each other while we were
dating and we still don’t. So probably not.
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What’s In Simon’s Vault?

Photo illustration by Lisa Figueroa

Lisa Figueroa
Staff Reporter
At San Luis Obispo High School, English
Teacher Ivan “Spoon feed but not pre-chew”
Simon has, as most of us know, a very
interesting classroom. With a multitude of
unexplainable objects ranging from maps
of destitute islands, to artwork, to books no
one has ever heard of. He takes first place in
interior design on our campus. To get to know
our beloved teacher a bit better- Expressions
asked Simon to explain how and why his
classroom looks this way.
Expressions: How did you accumulate all of
these objects?
English Teacher Ivan Simon: I have actually
thrown quite a bit of items out. Every year I
tend to hold on to things that intrigue me and
in various stages I’ve decided to put it up on
my walls. As a former history teacher I believe
it’s through the documents, the records, and

various objects that have remained behind
that we understand the past. This is my gift
to the future.
Expressions: What is the strangest thing
you’ve ever received from a student?
Simon: I have a few things. There’s a skull
over there. I guess it’s kind of creepy that I
keep it on my desk, but nothing is an accident.
I was destined to put it there. This item fell
out of the sky about twenty years ago. It’s a
piece of toast with “Mr. Simon” written on it.
Expressions: What is your favorite thing in
your classroom?
Simon: I thoroughly enjoy this Abraham
Lincoln and John Wilkes Booth doll kit. Also,
a student carved the turtle from The Grapes of
Wrath out from soap when he was in prison
and then gave it to me. I really appreciate it.
Expressions: Where is the bowling trophy
from?
Simon: I don’t bowl but once was asked to
enter a competition and I ended up first place.

I guess I’m like the Hellen Keller of bowling.
Expressions: Have you ever received
anything threatening from a student?
Simon: I don’t think I’ve gotten anything
threatening. Most of the things here have
either been kind words or odd, more eccentric
objects. Although it scares me every day when
I get some of their essays. I can’t imagine
anything more dangerous or potentially fatal
than that.
Expressions: Do you ever get frustrated with
everything that you keep in this room?
Simon: I have an ability to locate what I need
when I need it. In fact, I would be more upset
to not have kept something that I can make
reference to in the future. I’m aware that this
building will be demolished and I will have
to decide how to distribute these priceless
artifacts. I know whoever I designate as the
recipient will cherish, guard, and protect these
invaluable icons.

Celebrity Dopplegangers at SLOHS
Photographs and Interview by Chris Sullivan

Senior Trevor Giannini resembles Johnny
Depp.
“I feel like it is pretty cool because whenever
I’m walking down Hollywood [boulevard]
people would say ‘hey it’s the guy from ‘Pirates of the Caribbean’, let’s see how good
his pirate argh is.”

Senior Logan Senecal notes his likeness
to Kevin Bacon.

English Teacher Craig Stewart shows us the
Zach Galifianakis residing inside him.

“It’s kind of annoying.”

“I always thought I looked more like Bradley Cooper, but whatever.”
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Brandon Achugbue
Staff Reporter

Tigers With Tattoos 16

Unknown to many at San Luis Obispo High
School, a number of staff and students have
chosen to adorn their bodies with the art of

Varsity football coach
Patrick Johnston

Senior
Clare Backens

Senior
Mya Paredes

Campus Security
Diego Cordova

the tattoo. Whether we view tattoos as a permanent detriment to the human body or as a
meaningful form of self-expression, we’ve
Tattoo(s): “The Johnston family crest”
Where: Calf
Backstory: “I Found the crest on a family
tree in my grandfather’s house ten years ago.”
Did it hurt?: “Yes and no, depended on where
the needle was at different times.”
Any regrets: “No.”

probably wondered at least once in our lifetimes what subcutaneous secrets lie hidden
beneath the sleeves of your teachers.

History teacher
John Franklin

Tattoo(s): “A small triangle.”
Where: “On the back of my ankle.”
Backstory: “I got it with my brother and
my sister, and the three sides of the triangle
represent the three siblings.”
Did it hurt?: “It kind of hurt, but since mine
was so small it was over super fast and not
bad at all.”
Any regrets: “No.”

Tattoo(s): “A double infinity sign with my
sister’s, my mom’s, and my own first initial
in it.”
Where: “It’s on the side of my rib cage.”
Backstory: “My sister and I had talked about
getting a sister tattoo together for a really
long time and mentioned it to my mom, who
wanted to be a part of it too. So we all decided
to get it together and my sister and I have it in
the same place but my mom put hers on her
neck.”
Did it hurt?: “Only in the beginning when
they traced over my bone, but then it was just
numb so it stopped hurting.”
Any regrets: “No.”
Tattoo(s): “My whole right arm is all for my
son and my dad, so I have a portrait of my dad,
my son’s date of birth, his name, and a couple
sayings. I have a saying on my chest, and my
name on the back.”
Where: Right sleeve, chest, back
Backstory: “All of them usually have a meaning. They all had significance for me at some
point in my life, and it’s kinda like carrying a
drawing, but it’s on me.”
Did it hurt?: “All of them. The worst one was
my chest. It felt like they were drilling into my
teeth.”
Any regrets: “No.”

Tattoo(s): “Breast cancer awareness ribbon”
Where: Wrist
Backstory: “My sister Annie was diagnosed
with breast cancer and it was her seventh
year, so I went to see her. Her time was
coming, and she had done a lot of work for
the Australian Breast Cancer Association as
a speaker about surviving cancer and how
to deal with it, and she wanted to get the
cancer ribbon tattooed on her arm before
she died. She asked me if I would go with
her and if I would have the cancer ribbon
tattooed, and I said I would put it on my
forearm so my students could see it. So I
made a pledge with her that whenever any
student asked me about my tattoo I would
ask who’s been affected by breast cancer
and that it’s never too early to check your
breasts for lumps, for guys and girls as well.
It’s not quite done, I want to have some
work done on it to make it a little fancier, but that’s basically what’s behind it. It
gives me an opportunity to promote cancer
awareness and the fact that you’re never too
young to start checking. If you feel something that shouldn’t be there, get it checked
and it might save your life.”
Did it hurt?: “They say, ‘If it hurts, you
shouldn’t be having it.’ If it’s something
that you really want, something meaningful,then it’s easy.”
Any regrets: “None at all”
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POTS: What is the key to a successful relationship

“It’s communi-

cation and telling
people what you
are feeling.”sophomore Olivia
Badalenti

There is no justification for
abuse.
FOR HELP: 1-800-799-SAFE

“Trust and support,”
- freshman
Mackenzie Pfegl

“Being able to be open “Communication,”
and not having any
- junior Duncan
secrets. If your dating Meyer
you need to be friends
too.” sophomore Violet
Udlock

